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Abstract: Since optical wireless power transmission (OWPT) transmits power by light, which has a
narrow diffraction angle feature, it is a strong candidate for wireless power transmission systems
supporting long ranges. To develop a realistic operational OWPT system, clarification of system
level requirements is essential. In this study, to fill a gap between the concept/initial demonstration
and an operational system, the required conditions were analyzed regarding the effects of beam
alignment and shaping on the power generation ratio which is a system level efficiency factor with
extension from the formerly reported one-dimensional analysis to three-dimensional to include errors
in all degrees of freedom is presented. This extension is regarded as an indispensable methodology
to evaluate the system level performance of general OWPT systems. Numerical requirements for
beam alignment and shaping are derived for both non-cooperative and cooperative OWPT. In non-
cooperative OWPT, the direction of the solar cell module is fixed, and the transmitter aligns its
beam with the module. In cooperative OWPT, the module and transmitter mutually align in the
same direction. Though the cooperative OWPT is more restrictive than the non-cooperative one, its
advantages were clarified.

Keywords: optical wireless power transmission; beam shaping; beam alignment; system level
requirement; system level design; power generation ratio

1. Introduction

Wireless power transmission (WPT), which is coming into practice, supports a wide
range of system scales [1]. It covers from small systems of a few hundred milliwatts’
transmission power and a few meters’ transmission range [2–5] to large systems of more
than a hundred kilowatts’ power and more than a hundred kilometers’ range [6–9]. Optical
wireless power transmission (OWPT) transmits power by light, which has a narrow diffrac-
tion angle feature. There are some WPT methods that outperform OWPT in efficiency in
particular conditions, and optical beams are easily blocked by obstacles. OWPT’s benefit
is that it supports long ranges and has better efficiency. If such systems become practical,
they would bring large benefits and impact to our society.

There are many studies regarding OWPT from basic performance calculation [10] to
system concept [11–13] and from device level experiments [14–16] to demonstrations of
OWPT [17] so far. In one demonstration, the range between transmitter and receiver is
fixed and the beam shape is predetermined [18]. In another one, the transmitter is fixed,
and the receiver moves under control from the transmitter side [19]. Even though the size
and alignment of the irradiated beam look adjusted or steered in each case, the system
configuration is fixed for the transmitter’s convenience. To fully utilize the advantage of
a light beam, which has a narrow diffraction angle, one needs precise beam alignment
and shaping. Since requirements for optics such as beam alignment and shaping are
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essential parameters for OWPT system design and are quite effective for the feasibility, cost,
scale, etc., of the system, it is necessary to consolidate such requirements in more general
configurations and to clarify trade-off items and some essential values.

This study focused on filling a gap between the initial concept/demonstration and an
operational system. The objectives of this study are:

1. To propose a methodology based on a simple model to simulate and evaluate system
level performance of OWPT in a general configuration;

2. To clarify the system level requirements regarding beam alignment and shaping based
on a particular parameter set such as the beam divergence angle and the size of the
solar array;

3. To propose a beam alignment and shaping concept based on derived requirements to
assess necessary sensors and components for optics of OWPT.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, basic model of an OWPT
system is explained. In Section 3, a methodology based on a simple model to simulate and
evaluate the system level performance of OWPT is discussed for general configuration. In
Section 4, system level requirements in a non-cooperative OWPT regarding beam alignment
are discussed, and in Section 5, system level requirements in a cooperative OWPT are
discussed. In Section 6, the obtained numerical results are summarized and compared for
non-cooperative and cooperative OWPT. In Section 7, a conceptual discussion of beam
alignment procedure and conditions in a cooperative OWPT is presented. Finally, in
Section 8, the report is concluded.

The geometry and optics analysis model of a non-cooperative OWPT in Section 4 was
originally presented in the international conference of OWPT2022 [20] as a preliminary
calculation of the power generation ratio. The calculation is extended in this paper towards
a complete description regarding the system level requirements of a non-cooperative OWPT.

2. Definition of OWPT System Model and Requirement Analysis Study

Generally, in an OWPT system, a ‘cooperative’ system configuration and a ‘non-
cooperative one can be classified and defined as follows. In a non-cooperative OWPT
configuration, the solar cell array is fixed, and the power transmitter aligns its beam with
the solar array face. In a cooperative OWPT configuration, the solar array and power
transmitter mutually align each other, which is similar to the configuration Imai et al.
demonstrated as an optical wireless communication system [21]. Even though a cooper-
ative OWPT is more demanding than a non-cooperative one in system level design, its
advantages were clarified in this study.

System level requirement analysis is conducted regarding the effects of beam shaping
and alignment on the efficiency of power generation with a simple OWPT system. To
estimate power generation, the power generation ratio, which Tang et al. investigated,
is introduced. Even though their study was limited to a one-dimensional configuration,
it is extended in this study to a three-dimensional one to include errors in all degrees of
freedom (DoF) and to derive all requirements regarding beam alignment and shaping.
This extension is regarded as a methodology to evaluate the system level performance
of general OWPT systems. Numerical requirements for beam alignment and shaping are
derived from relationships between errors and the power generation ratio. Even though
they depend on some particular parameters such as the beam divergence angle and the
size of the solar array assumed in the model in this study, another requirement is easily
generated for another parameter set with the same methodology.

Following these requirements’ consolidation, the beam alignment concept is proposed
for a cooperative OWPT. In the case of powering a moving solar cell target or powering
several targets of different range and attitude, it is necessary to search for targets and
find their attitude as well as range and to adjust and steer the beam shape and direction
with necessary accuracy. Consolidation of the alignment concept clarifies the scale of the
system and specifies necessary sensor subsystems and components, which determines the
configuration of the optics subsystem of the OWPT system.
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The above requirements’ consolidation and alignment concept study determines the
fundamental building blocks of feasibility, scale, and cost of an OWPT system to be devel-
oped. An OWPT test and system integration concept was proposed in the literature [22].
This study provides a basis for such a system integration plan.

3. Factors of Efficiency in OWPT Systems

Since power transmission is the essential function of OWPT, its efficiency is a quite
important characteristic for every OWPT system. The efficiency of OWPT (ηsystem) is the
product of some factors, such as efficiency of the light source (ηLightSource), efficiency of the
light transmission that accounts for scattering and absorption (ηTransmission), and efficiency
of the solar cell (ηSolarCell) [23]. ηLightSource and ηSolarCell are performance parameters specific
to devices and ηTransmission is an environmental parameter and is not controllable. In
addition to these, to analyze system performance, there needs to be another factor to
evaluate system level performance, which is separated from device-specific, environmental
performances and includes the effect the of system level performance, including optics such
as beam alignment and shaping. Such a factor can be defined using the ‘power generation
ratio’ concept, which Tang et al. studied [24], with extensions to include all DoF of beam
alignment and shaping. Thus, there is a power generation ratio factor (ηPower Generation) to
be included and ηsystem is extended and defined as follows:

ηsystem = ηLightSource × ηTransmission × ηPower Generation × ηSolarCell (1)

The new factor, the ‘power generation ratio (ηPower Generation)’, coming into ηsystem,
accounts for the light beam power contributing to power generation in the solar cell, which
is a portion of the power transferred by the incident beam. ηPower Generation is defined as the
product of two factors. The first one (factor A) accounts for the portion of light beam that
irradiates the solar cell module. For a beam of uniform power, it is given by the ratio of the
incident beam area overlapping with the solar cell to the total area of the incident beam.
For a non-uniform beam, the effect of non-uniformity should be additionally included as
a correction, or an appropriate homogenizing scheme should be included in transmitter
or receiver optics [25]. The second one (factor B) accounts for the output characteristics of
the solar cell array. An example discussed by Tang et al. is a solar array module with a
series of connected solar cells without any bypass diodes. If it includes a non-irradiated
(shadowed) cell, the module does not generate any power and such behavior results in
nonlinear output characteristics of the solar cell array against irradiated power. In a more
general case, factor B is extended to a non-linear correction factor, which accounts for the
general shadowing condition of any solar cell array module. Factor B will depend on the
detailed internal configuration of the array, such as the number, shape, and orientation
of each solar cell element and additional components such as bypass diodes. As a whole,
the power generation ratio describes the non-linear output nature of a shadowed array
against irradiated power, and naturally, it becomes 1 (100%) if there is no shadowing on the
array. The electrical output power of the solar cell array can be obtained by multiplying
this power generation ratio by the photoelectric conversion efficiency of the solar cell array
at a specific light intensity density under uniform light irradiation and the light source
emission beam intensity.

Since the objective of this study was to derive a simple estimation of requirements
for beam alignment, etc., to maximize the power generation ratio, an assumption was
adopted that the second factor depends only on the ratio of irradiated area in the solar
cell to the total area of the solar cell module and factor B is expressed by the nonlinear
function that Tang et al. investigated empirically. This assumption would be valid in the
neighborhood of the point where the focus and beam alignment are perfect. With this
assumption, their power generation ratio concept was extended to include errors of all DoF
of beam alignment, shaping as perturbation.

In many use cases of solar cell arrays for solar power generation and indoor lighting
power generation, one may naturally assume that the whole area of the solar cell array
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module is uniformly irradiated and both factors A and B can achieve nearly 100%. However,
in OWPT, in which beam size is finite, the situation is totally different. One needs to adjust
the incident beam shape to the solar cell array’s to avoid a non-irradiated portion in
the array and power loss due to shape mismatch between the beam and the array. In
other words, from a system efficiency point of view, one needs active control of the beam
alignment and its shape to maximize both factor A and B of ηPower Generation and to maintain
its high efficiency. If the beam size is large enough to cover the solar cell array, factor B
becomes 100% and requirement for factor B would be much relaxed. However, light beam
power spilled from the array deteriorates factor A, since this degrades the overall efficiency,
and spilled power may cause eye safety problems if such power is larger than the safety
standard [26]; thus, the size of the irradiation beam should not be oversized.

4. Beam Shaping and Beam Alignment Requirement in Non-Cooperative OWPT

It is necessary to introduce appropriate simulation models to evaluate the system
level requirements. These are a geometrical configuration and an optics model. For a
non-cooperative OWPT, it is the same as the previous report [20].

4.1. Geometrical Configuration

Figure 1 is geometrical configuration of the analysis. The shape of the solar cell array
module is a 100 mm × 100 mm square, which would generate power up to a few tens
of watts, and it is placed at (L, 0, 0) in the coordinate system in Figure 1a. L varies from
0 mm in Figure 1b to 100,000 mm (100 m). The size of this array is suitable for light beam
propagation and many indoor and outdoor applications of OWPT of this scale are expected.
The shape of the array is assumed as a rectangle and its orientation is fixed along the X-axis.
A typical realization of this configuration is movements of an automatic guided vehicle
(AGV), which would move along a fixed axis during some period of time. There would
be more than one transmitter in a service area and one of the transmitters tracks AGV
and adjusts the beam shape and alignment within the limit of its own service area, and
then hand over to the other transmitter outside of it. The emission center of the beam is
(0, 0, H) on the Z-axis, and H is fixed as H = 2500 mm (2.5 m), which is expected to be an
easily accommodative condition realized as an indoor facility’s typical height of ceiling or
in an outdoor environment. The beam shape is square and is tilted around the Y-axis to
irradiate the array displaced in the X direction on the XY plane, while the position of the
emission center is fixed. The beam propagates with a particular beam divergence angle
and its projected shape is deformed from square to generally trapezoid, which is strongly
dependent on L.
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4.2. Orthogonal Cylindrical Beam Expander Optics

To evaluate errors and to consolidate requirements for all DoF of beam alignment and
shaping, an appropriate optics model is necessary to conduct a performance simulation
dealing with three-dimensional errors. Even though beam shaping mechanisms are pro-
posed for OWPT [27,28], they consist of static beam shaping, or a complex mechanism for
quite long-range utilizing adaptive optics. Here we propose a simple model that supports
variation of focus to adopt moving targets with about 100 m range. The size of the light
source at (0,0,H) is 5 mm × 5 mm (square), its beam divergence is 0.8 degrees (half angle),
and its power profile is top hat. For much longer distance transmission, a gaussian beam
with a homogenizer at the receiver side will provide essentially the same result as this
power profile. Since the projected beam shape at the solar cell array location on the XY
plane is different in the X and Y directions, independent beam shape correction is necessary
on each axis. Then, as shown in Figure 2, an optical system is proposed based on two
independent beam expanders consisting of convex and concave lenses. To perform beam
shape corrections independently for the X- and Y-axis directions, two identical cylindrical
beam expanders are configured orthogonally and shifted 30 mm along the optical axis
(beam direction). The lenses of each beam expander are cylindrical, and their focal lengths
are 150 mm (convex) and −30 mm (concave), and the two lenses are separated 120 mm
nominally. Some of the given geometric parameters in Figure 2 can be changed and adjusted
depending on the actual operational system design.
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Knowing the slant range from light source to the solar panel and defocusing two
convex lenses in the X and Y directions independently, one can adjust the projected beam
shape to the solar cell array. Figure 3 shows the relation between the power generation
ratio and position L. The results of different beam control configurations are also shown,
such as a single axis beam expander (“Y-axis Adjustment” plot) and without (no) beam
expander configuration (“Nominal Beam Expander w/o Adjustment” plot). By using the
orthogonal cylindrical beam expander optics, it is shown that the power generation ratio
maintains 100% even for L = 100 m ranges from the foot of the solar panel and expects
efficient power transfer from the light source to the panel (“w/X/Y Axis Adjustment” plot).
When a single axis beam expander is applied, or without beam expander optics, the power
generation ratio is largely degraded and operation is restricted within the short distance L.
This means OWPT efficiency would be quite low without appropriate optimization. This
study shows requirements to optimize OWPT optics. Details of the simulation method
for the range-dependent optimization of the power generation ratio are summarized in
Appendices A and B.
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4.3. Requirement for Focus Adjustment (Beam Size Control)

To control the beam size to accommodate the solar cell array module size, (de)focusing
control of the beam expander is necessary. Its accuracy requirement would strongly affect
the feasibility and cost of system. In this section, X and Y direction focus adjustment
accuracy requirements are investigated based on the power generation ratio. Figure 4
shows the sensitivity analysis of the power generation ratio for focus adjustment errors
with various positions (L) of the array. Assume the power generation ratio to be more than
80%; the requirement for focus adjustment depends on L, e.g., less than 2.3 mm (L = 1 m),
76 µm (L = 10 m), or 1.2 µm (L = 100 m). When the X-focus error is increased from zero
in each plot, the size of the incident beam in the X direction decreases, and then the beam
becomes focused. The beam size increases again after the focus point with additional
increments of the error. With an increase of beam size, the power generation ratio increases
again and has its second peak. Such peaks are seen in each plot in Figure 4. Details of
the power generation ratio simulation including focus perturbation are summarized in
Appendix C.
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Similar requirements were obtained for the Y direction (Figure 5). Similar peaks in
the power generation ratio were observed to those in Figure 4. Determined at an 80%
power generation ratio, the requirements for focus adjustment are, e.g., less than 1.32 mm
(L = 1 m), 132 µm (L = 10 m), or 1.2 µm (L = 100 m).
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To optimize the power generation ratio, focus adjustment is always required for each
L. For a moving array, this requires real-time focus control based on range information. To
relax this requirement for focus control, the feasibility of a simpler system was investigated.
Assume that focus is optimized not continuously for each target range (L) but optimized at
a fixed range such as 0 m, 1 m, 5 m, 10 m, 20 m, 50 m, 80 m, or 100 m. This leads to several
power generation ratio plots for such ranges. Figure 6 shows each power generation ratio
dependence on the selected L. When both X and Y focuses are optimized and fixed for a
particular range, the power generation ratio varies much according to L. This result strongly
restricts the operation of this system. Assume one requires the power generation ratio to be
greater than 80%. From Figure 6, one can see the operation of this system is limited to less
than 10% of the range of optimization, e.g., ±3 m for the ‘Optimized at 50,000 mm’ plot. This
substantially does not relax the system requirements, and it is recognized as necessary for the
transmitter to track the range (L) to the array and to adjust focus appropriately for each L.

4.4. Requirement for Beam Alignment

Since the solar cell array is fixed in a non-cooperative OWPT, the necessary DoF for
beam alignment is 3, which is the relative attitude between the light source and the array.
To determine beam alignment allowance, one needs to calculate the power generation ratio
for the Figure 1 configuration with beam deviation along the X direction, Y direction, and
rotation around the beam propagation direction (defined as the ‘optical axis’) (Figure 7).
Details of the simulation method of the power generation ratio including such rotational
perturbation are summarized in Appendix C.
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The beam propagates towards the center of the solar cell array, then power generation
ratio is calculated with beam deviation along the X direction, which means rotation around
the Y-axis (Figure 8). Determined at an 80% power generation ratio, requirements for beam
deviation along the X direction are, e.g., less than 2.21 mrad (L = 1 m), 149 µrad (L = 10 m),
or 11.7 µrad (L = 100 m).
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Similarly, the power generation ratio for the Y direction beam deviation, which is
rotation around the X-axis, was calculated (Figure 9). Determined at an 80% power gener-
ation ratio, requirements for the beam deviation along the Y direction are, e.g., less than
2.51 mrad (L = 1 m), 631 µrad (L = 10 m), or 57.5 µrad (L = 100 m).
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Figure 9. Y direction beam deviation dependence of power generation ratio.

The power generation ratio is calculated when the beam is rotated around its optical
axis (Figure 10). When the beam shape is rotated around the optical axis, it produces
multiple peaks of the power generation ratio every 180-degree (π rad) rotation angle
because of mirror symmetry of the beam shape about the X-axis. For plots for small L, the
projected beam shape is square-like. When such a beam is rotated, it produces additional
sub-peaks at 90-degree (π/2 rad) rotation angles because of its approximate π/2-rotational
symmetry around the optical axis. Those peaks of power generation ratio are observed in
Figure 10. Determined at an 80% power generation ratio, requirements for beam rotation
around optical axis are, e.g., less than 182 mrad (L = 1 m), 74.1 mrad (L = 10 m), or 6.7 mrad
(L = 100 m).
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Requirements for X and Y direction deviation are quite strong. Assume their maximum
angular control range is ±π/2 radian. The necessary resolution would be 2000–5000 in
L < 10 m, 8000–80,000 in L < 30 m, and 2 × 105–8 × 105 in 40 < L < 100 m. A resolution
of 2000 to 5000 in L < 10 m would be feasible by a single mechanism. However, there
needs to be a quite accurate single mechanism or a complex combination of various single
mechanisms for L > 10 m.

5. Beam Shaping and Beam Alignment Requirement in Cooperative OWPT
5.1. Geometrical Configuration and Optics

Assume a solar cell array module’s attitude is dynamically controlled and it always
faces the transmitter (cooperative OWPT) (Figure 11). In this case, the transmitter optics
does not need to independently control the X and Y directions and it is a single XY symmet-
rical beam expander, and its focus is adjusted using the relative range information between
the module and the transmitter. Same as the condition in Section 3, the two lenses of the
expander are of 150 mm and −30 mm focal length and their nominal separation is 120 mm.
The simulation method for the cooperative OWPT is the same as the non-cooperative one
and the necessary equations to calculate the power generation ratio including its range-
dependent optimization for the cooperative OWPT model are given by setting φ = 0 (L = 0)
in A1, A2, A3, and A4.
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In the case that the focus is adjusted for each R, the power generation ratio is stably
maintained at 100% (Figure 12a). However, there is large variation in the power generation
ratio for a range from 0 m to 100 m in the case that focus is optimized and fixed at a specific
range (Figure 12b); like in a non-cooperative OWPT (Figure 6), a range-dependent focus
adjustment is necessary to maintain a high power generation ratio. Comparing Figure 12b
with Figure 6, it should be noted that the operatable range in the cooperative case at a
particular range of optimization is larger than the non-cooperative case in Figure 6. Assume
one requires the power generation ratio to be more than 80%, then one can see that the
operatable range is±6.5 m for the ‘Optimized at 50,000 mm’ plot from Figure 1b, and±3 m
from Figure 6.

 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Range dependence of power generation ratio (Cooperative OWPT). (a) When the focus
is adjusted for each R, the power generation ratio is stably maintained at 100%; (b) There is a large
variation in the power generation ratio for the range from 0 m to 100 m in case where the focus is
optimized and fixed at specific range.

5.2. Requirement for Focus Adjustment

The requirement for range-dependent focus control accuracy was investigated
(Figure 13). Requirements for beam rotation around the optical axis are, e.g., less than
3.5 mm (R = 1 m), 350 µm (R = 10 m), or 39 µm (R = 100 m).

5.3. Requirement for Beam Alignment

For beam alignment in a cooperative OWPT, one needs to adjust the relative position
and attitude of both the transmitter and solar cell array module independently. The DoF
in the beam alignment is 2 for beam deviation in the X and Y directions, 2 for the solar
array rotation around the X- and Y-axes, and 1 for rotation around the optical axis (beam
direction). Since the X and Y directions are identical, the necessary number of DoF to be
analyzed is reduced to 3. Those are 1 for beam deviation in the X direction, 1 for beam
rotation around the optical axis and 1 for tilt of the array in the X direction (Figure 14).
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Figure 13. Focus dependence of power generation ratio (cooperative OWPT).
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Figure 15 shows the power generation ratio calculation with the X direction alignment
error (beam deviation). Requirements for the beam deviation in the X direction are, e.g., less
than 6.9 mrad (R = 1 m), 0.8 mrad (R = 10 m), or 69 µrad (R = 100 m).
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Consider the rotation around the optical axis and the relative tilt between the incident
beam and the array geometrically, and assume there are no other misalignments than these
rotation and tilt. In the cooperative case, both the size and shape of the incident beam at
the entrance of the array coincide with those of the array (100 mm × 100 mm, square) at
any R. When one rotates the beam around the optical axis, the square beam shape is rotated
around the optical axis. There will be multiple power generation ratio peaks due to the
rotational symmetry of the square shapes at every 90◦ of rotation angle. This condition is
the same for any R.

Regarding relative tilt, the apparent area of the incident beam increases like S/cosθ,
where S is the area of the beam at zero degrees, which is calculated by the method in
Appendices A and B, and θ is the relative tilt angle between the beam and the array. Such an
apparently deformed beam is received with the square shape array of the same area S. This
causes degradation of the power generation ratio. This relationship is independent from
L. Regarding the effect of the solar cell’s attitude deviation δθ, it is necessary to consider
this apparent size increase of the incident beam. To estimate the attitude deviation effect
of the array, Sprj/cosδθ instead of Sprj is used in the calculation of the power generation
ratio, where Sprj is calculated by the method summarized in Appendices A and B. Setting
δψ = δφ = δω = 0 and replacing the area of the array Sprj with Sprjcosδθ, these result in
Figure 17.

The above analysis suggests that the power generation ratio regarding both rotation
and tilt are independent of R. The calculations in Figures 16 and 17 confirm the above
expectations.

Rotation around optical axis is independent of range (R), and requirements for beam
rotation around the optical axis are, e.g., less than 180 mrad (independent of R).

The requirement for the solar cell array tilt angle is 645 mrad, which is independent of R.
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Figure 17. Power generation ratio dependence on solar cell array’s tilt angle.

6. Summary of Requirement for Focus Adjustment and Beam Alignment

The following Table 1 includes excerpts from requirement investigation by means
of power generation ratio calculation. Each requirement is determined at an 80% power
generation ratio.

Table 1. Requirements for focus adjustment and beam alignment.

Direction Accuracy Requirement
Non-Cooperative Cooperative

(De)Focus
(X direction)

2.3 mm (L = 1 m)

3.5 mm (R = 1 m)
350 µm (R = 10 m)
39 µm (R = 100 m)

76 µm (L = 10 m)
1.2 µm (L = 100 m)

(De)Focus
(Y direction)

1.32 mm (L = 1 m)
132 µm (L = 10 m)
1.2 µm (L = 100 m)

Beam Deviation
(X direction)

2.21 mrad (L = 1 m)
6.9 mrad (R = 1 m)

0.8 mrad (R = 10 m)
69 µrad (R = 100 m)

X, Y directions are identical

149 µrad (L = 10 m)
11.7 µrad (L = 100 m)

Beam Deviation
(Y direction)

2.51 mrad (L = 1 m)
631 µrad (L = 10 m)

57.5 µrad (L = 100 m)

Beam Rotation
(Around Optical Axis)

182 mrad (L = 1 m)
180 mrad (R < 100 m)74.1 mrad (L = 10 m)

6.7 mrad (L = 100 m)

Solar Cell Array Tilt
(X(Y) direction)

645 mrad (R < 100 m)
X, Y directions are identical

The requirement for the non-cooperative OWPT is one to two orders stronger than
the cooperative one. On the other hand, the cooperative OWPT requires mutual alignment
and interaction between the transmitter and solar cell array, which increases the system
complexity. This is a trade-off item in actual operational OWPT system design.
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7. Conceptual Discussion of Beam Alignment in Cooperative OWPT

Based on the derived system level requirement, a beam alignment concept for a
cooperative OWPT was developed and proposed.

The initial status is that the position and attitude of the solar cell array are unknown
to the transmitter. The goal is to align the solar cell array and the transmitter mutually with
the necessary accuracy, which is roughly 0.1 mrad in the case of a cooperative OWPT. In
addition to this, in the case of a moving target, the target should be tracked. Two phases of
alignment are proposed. One is a rough alignment phase, which captures the image of the
array and hands it over to an image sensor to be used in the precise alignment phase. The
other is the precise alignment phase, which centers the image of the array in the field of
view (FOV) of the image sensor with necessary accuracy. During these phases, a wide-angle
camera with infrared illumination, image sensor, and laser range finder are introduced as
alignment sensors. Of these items, the wide-angle camera is to be used in the initial phase,
and the other sensors are to be used in the precise phase. In addition to these sensors,
motion control mechanisms are necessary, which support the appropriate accuracy for each
phase. Studies in this section are focused on the alignment concept and necessary sensors.

7.1. Rough Alignment Phase

• The objective of this phase is to introduce the image of the solar cell array within the
image sensor’s FOV, which is used in a precise alignment phase, and to conduct initial
alignment for the mutual relative attitude.

Assume that the coordinates of the center of the beam, which are known parameters,
are shared between the array and the transmitter. The initial alignment is conducted using
the wide-angle camera with position information from the external system such as a satellite
or indoor positioning system.

With such initial position information and using a camera with infrared illumination
for nighttime, which is commercially available, the initial image of the array is captured by
the camera, and it is centered in its FOV by a motion control mechanism. The positioning
system’s error is typically less than 1 m [29,30]. Assuming that the minimum distance to
the array is 1 m, the FOV of the camera is required to be more than ±45◦ (785.4 mrad)
to introduce the image of the array to the FOV of the camera using information from the
positioning system. The resolution of the camera should be less than the image sensor’s
FOV, and this will be automatically satisfied by requiring a few mrad FOV for the camera.

7.2. Precise Alignment Phase

• Using the image sensor, the transmitter aligns the beam direction so that the beam
center matches the array’s. Additionally, the image sensor detects the relative tilt
angle of the array to the optical axis. The transmitter requests the array to align the
array’s normal vector with the optical axis. The last step of the alignment is that the
transmitter rotates the beam around its optical axis to match the beam shape (square)
with the array’s shape (square) and the transmitter determines the necessary (de)focus
adjustment by means of range information to the array. This concludes the alignment
and beam shaping process. In the case of a moving target, the transmitter tracks the
array using the image sensor and repeats the above procedures.

After initial alignment, an image of the array is already introduced in the FOV of the
image sensor, and the outline of the array is recognized by the image sensor. The center
coordinates of the array are obtained from this outline. The DoF of alignment between
the array and the transmitter is 5. The transmitter adjusts its beam center with the array’s,
which corresponds to a DoF of 2. The detection limit of the image sensor is required to
be less than 0.1 mrad, which is from the requirement for a cooperative OWPT. Regarding
its FOV, the whole image of the array is required to be in the FOV. This is satisfied with
±50 mrad FOV for a 100 mm × 100 mm array at 1 m distance.
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The tilt angle of the array against the beam direction is also detectable using the image
sensor. The apparent angler size of the array with tilt angle θ at range L is lSC cosθ/L, and
here lSC is the size of the array. To detect a decrease of the apparent angler size of the array
from θ = 0, it should be larger than the image sensor’s accuracy of 0.1 mrad. This means
that lSC (1− cosθ)/L ≥ 0.1 mrad. When lSC = 10 cm and L = 100 m, the detection limit is
θ = 451 mrad, which is less than the requirement (645 mrad). Even though 451 mrad itself
is marginal for the requirement, using a zoom lens improves detection for longer L values.
The transmitter requests the array to adjust its attitude, which corresponds to other 2 DoF.
Finally, the transmitter rotates the beam around its optical axis to match its square beam
shape with the array, which corresponds to the remaining 1 DoF.

Finally, the focus of the transmitter is determined with range information from the
laser range finder and adjusted following the range to the array. Requiring 1 m for accuracy
of the laser range finder supports the focus error simulation result in Section 4.2.

8. Conclusions

A methodology to consolidate system level requirements for OWPT in terms of the
power generation ratio as proposed. Regarding beam shaping and alignment, both non-
cooperative and cooperative OWPT system level requirements were analyzed in general
configuration using a simple geometrical and optics model. Even though these particular
results depend on parameters in the models such as beam divergence angle and size of the
solar cell array, another requirement will be generated with other parameters using the same
methodology of this study. Such derived requirements can be regarded as fundamental
parameters for operational OWPT systems to be developed. Since requirements for non-
cooperative OWPTs are generally one or two orders stronger than for cooperative ones, it
would be a realistic option for the feasibility and cost of a system to adopt a cooperative
OWPT to relax these requirements. On the other hand, a cooperative OWPT needs real-time
control of the solar cell array to face to transmitter. This requirement relaxation and such
an increase of system complexity are system level trade-off items.

A concept of alignment for cooperative OWPT was proposed. This concept utilizes
an infrared illuminated wide-angle camera of ±45◦ (785.4 mrad) FOV with a few mrad
accuracy, an image sensor of ±50 mrad FOV with 0.1 mrad accuracy and a laser range
finder of 1 m accuracy and motion control mechanisms corresponding to each phase’s
required control accuracy.

The methodology in this study enables to consolidate requirements and to assess the
feasibility and scale of a system in a general OWPT configuration, which progresses OWPT
towards more realistic operational systems.
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Appendix A. Ray Transfer Matrices of the Optics Used in this Study

The optics in this study was simulated in the paraxial approximation using a ray
transfer matrix (ABCD matrix). There are two such matrices for the X and Y directions.
Let lx, θx be the height of the ray and the angle that makes with the optical axis in the X
direction at the exit of the optics. ly and θy are defined similarly. The ray transfer matrices
of this optics are written as follows:(

ly
θy

)
=

(
1 0
0 1

)(
1 d1
0 1

)(
1 0

−1/ fcnv 1

)(
1 d2 − d1
0 1

)(
1 d1
0 1

)(
1 0

1/ fccv 1

)(
1 d3
0 1

)(
llc/2
θbeam

)
(A1a)(

lx
θx

)
=

(
1 0

−1/ fcnv 1

)(
1 d1
0 1

)(
1 0
0 1

)(
1 d2 − d1
0 1

)(
1 0

1/ fccv 1

)(
1 d1
0 1

)(
1 d3
0 1

)(
llc/2
θbeam

)
(A1b)

where d1 = 30 mm, which is the default value and is optimized for the power generation
ratio and perturbed by the focus error. The rest are fixed parameters such as d2 = 120 mm,
d3 = 20 mm, fcnv = 150 mm, fccv = 30 mm, lsc = 5 mm, and θbeam = 0.8 deg.

Appendix B. Beam Propagation and Power Generation Ratio Calculation

The light source is at
(
0 , 0 , H

)
. The beam propagating from the four apexes

P1, P2, P3, P4 of the square beam are expressed by the following equations using a real
parameter, k. The beam is projected onto the XY plane, whose center is deviated length L
from the Z-axis. This projection is written in terms of a rotation matrix. Since the origin
of the rotation is

(
0 , 0 , H

)
and the angle of the rotation is tanφ = L/H, the rotation

matrix R(φ) is written as:

R(φ) =

cosφ− Hsinφ 0 H − Hcosφ− sinφ
−Hsinφ 1 H − Hcosφ

sinφ− Hsinφ 0 H − Hcosφ + cosφ

 (A2)

P1 =
(
lx , ly , H

)
+ k
(
tanθx , tanθy , −1

)
(A3a)

P2 =
(
lx , −ly , H

)
+ k
(
tanθx , −tanθy , −1

)
(A3b)

P3 =
(
−lx , ly , H

)
+ k
(
−tanθx , tanθy , −1

)
(A3c)

P4 =
(
−lx , −ly , H

)
+ k
(
−tanθx , −tanθy , −1

)
(A3d)

The value of k is determined by setting each Z coordinate of each rotated beam to be
zero. Inserting the determined value of k, the coordinates of the apexes projected onto the
XY plane (C1, C2, C3, C4) are determined by (A3). The area of the projected beam (Sprj) is
determined by the coordinates of C1, C2, C3, C4. Since the position coordinates of the solar
cell array are known, the two factors of power generation ratio are calculated as described
in Section 3.

The focus adjustment in the X and Y directions (∆x, ∆y) are introduced in ray transfer
matrices as follows:(

ly
θy

)
=

(
1 0
0 1

)(
1 d1 + ∆x
0 1

)(
1 0

−1/ fcnv 1

)
×
(

1 d2 − d1 + ∆y
0 1

)(
1 d1
0 1

)(
1 0

1/ fccv 1

)(
1 d3
0 1

)(
llc/2
θbeam

)
(A4a)

(
lx
θx

)
=

(
1 0

−1/ fcnv 1

)(
1 d1 + ∆x
0 1

)(
1 0
0 1

)
×
(

1 d2 − d1 + ∆y
0 1

)(
1 0

1/ fccv 1

)(
1 d1
0 1

)(
1 d3
0 1

)(
llc/2
θbeam

)
(A4b)

These matrices including ∆x, ∆y are used for calculation and optimization of the power
generation ratio. Setting lx = (size o f solar array)/2 gives the optimum value of ∆x, which
depends on L. Similarly, setting ly = (size o f solar array)/2 gives the optimum value of ∆y.
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Appendix C. Power Generation Ratio Calculation Including Perturbations

Appendix C.1. Focus Perturbation

Assume ∆x opt and ∆y opt give the optimum of the power generation ratio in the X
and Y directions’ focus. Additional focus perturbations ∆′x, ∆′y are introduced to esti-
mate the requirement for focus adjustment with replacements ∆x → ∆x opt + ∆′x and
∆y → +∆y opt + ∆′y .

(
ly
θy

)
=

(
1 0
0 1

)(
1 d1 + ∆x opt + ∆′x
0 1

)(
1 0

−1/ fcnv 1

)(
1 d2 − d1 + ∆y opt + ∆′y
0 1

)(
1 d1

0 1

)(
1 0

1/ fccv 1

)(
1 d3

0 1

)(
llc/2
θbeam

)
(A5a)

(
lx

θx

)
=

(
1 0

−1/ fcnv 1

)(
1 d1 + ∆x opt + ∆′x
0 1

)(
1 0
0 1

)(
1 d2 − d1 + ∆y opt + ∆′y
0 1

)(
1 0

1/ fccv 1

)(
1 d1

0 1

)(
1 d3

0 1

)(
llc/2
θbeam

)
(A5b)

These matrices including perturbations ∆′x, ∆′y are used in calculation of the power
generation ratio.

Appendix C.2. Rotational Perturbations

To include perturbation
(
δψ, δφ , δω

)
in the rotation angle for the X-, Y-, and

Z-axes, respectively, the rotation matrix is extended as follows:

R(φ, δψ, δφ , δω) =

cos(φ + δφ)− Hsin(φ + δφ) 0 H − Hcos(φ + δφ)− sin(φ + δφ)
−Hsin(φ + δφ) 1 H − Hcos(φ + δφ)

sin(φ + δφ)− Hsin(φ + δφ) 0 H − Hcos(φ + δφ) + cos(φ + δφ)


×

 cosδω sinδω 0
−sinδω cosδω 0

0 0 1

1 −Hsinδψ H − Hcosδψ
0 cosδψ− Hsinδψ H − Hcosδψ− sinδψ
0 sinδψ− Hsinδψ H − Hcosδψ + cosδψ


(A6)

• The X direction deviation error is caused by an alignment error around the Y-axis. To
calculate the power generation ratio, δω and δψ are set to be zero.

• The Y direction deviation error is caused by an alignment error around the X-axis. To
calculate the power generation ratio, δω and δφ are set to be zero.

• To calculate the power generation ratio with the Z-axis rotational alignment error, δψ
and δφ are set to be zero.
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